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Last issue we introduced the Movement to Muscle pro-
gram.  In this issue we show all the nine tests that are done
on a pass fail basis.  Fail one test and it's on to a move-
ment program.  

Movement tests, more commonly called "screens" are not
new.  The classic screen, the overhead snatch, is a deep
squat position holding a wooden dowel overhead.  As a
former competitive Olympic lifter, I can remember getting into this position the first time.
It was scary.  I failed miserably.  Question is, was I doing an Olympic lift skill or a movement
screen?  Both. Movement should not be tested as a skill but the ability to move correctly.
With this important distinction the nine tests are presented to you in this issue.   

There are important anatomical and biomechanical consideration to insure the tests are testing
movement abilities and not skills.  A coach can do a field test like a vertical jump or a screen
snatch squat with a dowel,  but none of these tests tell you anything about the resting position
of the spine, pelvis, hips, and shoulders or why some athletes seem to have a reoccurring
tendency towards pain and injury.

It should be considered and accepted that all athletes have at least some postural instability
and muscular imbalance because of asymmetric sport demands.  This includes significant
left vs. right side differences.  Significant pain patterns can develop when imbalances become
significant and the athlete continues to train and compete in this faulty position. 

Much of these anatonimical and biomechanical considerations may be beyond the respon-
sibilty of the coach but we encourage the coach to seek the assistance of a P.T. or PRI trained
conditioning coach to ask questions and enhance their understanding of these basic issues.
This is important in explaining the program and the results to parents and administrators.  

It is important that these simple tests are administered without bias and with attention to deal
following these three simple steps.

Step 1 - Meet with Athletes-demonstrate the tests- no warm up necessary.

Step 2 - Athletes perform each test and receives a Pass/Fail grade marked on their Score
Card  for each test as graded by coach.

Step 3 - No failed tests- go to muscle training program.

Movement first, THEN muscle. Be sure to check out our introduction to the program in this
issue and watch for more in future issues. 

Something to look forward to,

Ken Kontor, Publisher 
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“Fit to a T” the Ultimate Conditioning Experience 
from the Ultimate Baseball/Softball Conditioning Authority

What is “Fit to a T”? No two conditioning programs are alike. If something "fits to a T" then it's perfect for your purpose
and no one else.  Our 7-T system guides you to fit your program to a T to get your athletes fit to perform at their best.  

What makes us the authority? Over 480 Articles 183 Authors for over 12 years!   Largest, Most Comprehensive Base-
ball-Softball Conditioning Library in the World. Offical publication of the Professional Baseball Strength and Conditioning
Coaches Society of Major League Baseball.   

HERE’S WHAT YOU GET
• Fit to a T- Designing Your Own Conditioning Program Quick Starter Kit- using the 7-T system: T-1 Training Age/His-

tory T-2 Time T-3 Tools T-4 Teaching T-5 Testing T-6 Total Workload T-7 Team Position
Plus Get:   

• Weekly updates putting our achieves to work for you on: 
1.   Program design 
2. Baseball/Softball athletic skill development (improve hitting, pitching, base running; speed, power, 

durability, mobility, balance/stability).
3. Resource center: baseball/softball-specific injury prevention, nutrition, training psychology sport 

medicine and science and much more.
4. Softball Only-information specific to the softball player.  
5.  Professional Baseball-information from MLB and minor league conditioning coaches.

• Access to our weekly updated library.
• One year subscription to Performance Conditioning Baseball/softball 7 issues, a $26.00 value FREE! (only available

on the Do It for a Year package)

SUBSCRIBE NOW
Try it for 3 months $49.95               Do it for a year $99.95

GO TO:

www.performancecondition.com/ultimate-conditioning-library/baseball

FFitit totoaa

NEW! 



MOVEMENT TO MUSCLE Part 2: The 9 Tests
LISA BARTELS, PT, DPT, PRC

Lisa came to Lincoln Nebraska in 1995 to accept an athletic scholarship and work towards an undergraduate degree in bi-
ology. She was a member of the University of Nebraska volleyball team from 1995-1997. Lisa was personally introduced to the field
of physical therapy when she sustained significant injuries during her collegiate career. After finding success with a treatment ap-
proach termed Postural Restoration, Lisa decided to attend physical therapy school. She received her Doctorate of Physical Therapy
from the University of Nebraska Medical Center in 2005. Following her training, she went to work at the Hruska Clinic for four
years, and then accepted an opportunity to practice at the Rejuvenation Center in Omaha.  Lisa joined Crossroads Physical Therapy
in 2011.

Lisa has been certified in using Postural Restoration techniques since 2008.  Lisa has been a consultant to several university
sports medicine departments and authored numerous articles regarding biomechanics and preventative training strategies.

ast issue we introduced you to the Movement to Mus-
cle Program.  

Our mission is to educate and empower the
sports coach to assess proper movement skills in their
athletes. To provide the coach a corrective exercise pro-

gram to improve movement skills. To monitor the effectiveness of the
strength and conditioning program and effects of continuous year-round
sports play.  The outcome of all this is to improve athletic performance
and reduce injury. 

We provided 7-Simple Steps before you start a strength (mus-
cle) program.  This issue we will present all 9 tests which encompass
the first three steps:    

Step 1 - Meet with Athletes-demonstrate the tests- no warm up neces-
sary.

Step 2 - Athletes perform each test and receives a Pass/Fail grade
marked on their Score Card  for each test as graded by coach.

Step 3 - No failed tests- go to muscle training program.

Equipment - For the 9 tests and corrective program
• Table- strong enough to support the weight of the heaviest athlete

and high enough for the tallest athlete to be able to dangle their
legs at the knee while sitting.  

• 6" block or step
• Red TheraBand Loop (the red loop provides the minimum resist-

ance  recommended) Order Direct www.thera-band.com
• 2- 1 pound ankle weights
• Small textured rubber ball the size of a large grapefruit
• 18 inch pool noodle
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Symbols to Success
Articles preceded by:

indicate author believes content is for beginning-level athletes
with training age of 0 to 2 years.
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Optional- Protonics System: Order Direct: http://www.protonics.info

Anatomical/Biomechanical Considerations
A coach can take any athlete through various performance testing such as the vertical

jump test, pro-agility run, or 10/40 meter run to measure strength and performance, but none of
these tests tell you anything about the resting position of the spine, pelvis, hips, and shoulders,
or the strength differences between the left and right sides of the body, or why some athletes
seem to have a reoccurring tendency towards pain and injury.

All athletes have at least some postural instability and muscular imbalance because of
asymmetric sport demands.  Many athletes unknowingly have significant left side versus right
side differences; differences in boney position differences in muscle length/strength/function,
and differences in the flexibility of various joints.  Significant pain patterns can develop when
imbalances become significant and the athlete continues to train and compete in this faulty po-
sition.

Rotation ability of the hips and shoulders is often assumed in competitive athletes and
is not often considered at all during “testing” or when strength/conditioning programs are de-
signed.  For various reasons, athletes often lose effective proprioceptive awareness of hip and
shoulder rotation.  From a functional biomechanics perspective, several tests and measures can
be used to identify those athletes who are more predisposed to injury.  There are several cor-
rective exercises that target key stabilizing muscles that can be integrated into a warm up/cool down or a sports conditioning training
scenario. 

Understanding all of the anatomical and biomechanical reasoning behind the tests and measures is probably beyond the
scope of coaching responsibility, but a brief biomechanical/anatomical discussion has been included for those interested coaches.  I
do think it is feasible for coaches to learn how to effectively screen postural balance and functional strength on their athletes.
Testing Organization-Getting Started

Testing has been designed to be user friendly so coaches can test their athletes quickly, roughly 10 minutes.  There are nine
total tests; tests 1-4 are objective measurements and tests 5-9 are functional assessments.  Follow the subsequent procedure for test-
ing:

Start with your athlete sitting on the side of a table/plinth with the legs dangling. Here you will assess hip rotation (test 1 and
2).  Next you will move them to a back lying position with the legs straight and assess SLR (test 3).  Now have the athlete remain in
a back lying position, but bend the knees with the feet resting flat on the table.  Assess shoulder position (test 4).  Keep the athlete
in this position and test subscapularis function (test 5).  Have the athlete turn over into a prone position and attempt hamstring curls
with the red Thera loop (test 6).  Move the athlete to a standing position with appropriate block/step heights and perform standing
hip shift (test 7) followed by standing push into single leg balance (test 8).   The last test will be performed side lying, either on the
plinth or floor, so the athletes top leg can be positioned on the wall.  Assess posterior hip capsule flexibility (test 9).

Following is a description/explanation of each test.  

Objective Tests
Click on exercise title to see video demonstration on YouTube.

Objective Tests #1
• Seated Hip Internal Rotation
• Purpose; Measuring passive rotation of the hip in the internal rotation di-

rection gives you an idea of where the femoral head is relative to hip
socket.  In many athletes the femoral head has begun to translate forward
secondary to quad/hip flexor dominance and tightening of the posterior
hip capsule.  It also tells you something about the tone/strength of the glu-
teus medius, a key muscle needed in keeping the hip, knee, and lower leg 

• An optimal number of degrees is around 40 
• Failed test
• > 45 degrees (high IR levels coincide with increased ACL risk)
• Pain in groin is produced with the test (this is most likely hip impingement)
• < 30 degrees (this is significant restriction in the posterior hip capsule and/or significant overuse of the deep hip rotators)

Objective Tests #2
• Seated Hip External Rotation
• Purpose; Measuring passive external rotation gives you an idea of pelvic position relative to the femurs, and the ability of

gluteus maximus to function
• An optimal number of degrees is around 40-55
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_eD50z7h5Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPQcxVbZt6c


Article Continues on Page 5 After SCORE CARD
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• Failed test;
• < 35 degrees on either side (however you will frequently see normal levels on the left and severe limitation on the right, 20-25

degrees.  
• If numbers do not improve after 4-6 weeks of corrective exercise, implement quadratus femoris release stretch.  (Contact me

for more information)

Objective Tests #3
• Straight Leg Raise (SLR)
• Purpose; Measuring SLR with the athlete in a back lying position gives some indication of hamstring length/tone/strength as

well as gluteus maximus function.  The first line of defense against an ACL rupture is the hamstrings because this muscle group
opposes anterior translation of the tibia.  

• The SLR should feel nice and snug at 90 degrees
• Failed test;
• >100 degrees on one or both sides
• <70 degrees on one or both sides
• You also want to look for significant left vs. right discrepancy; for example, 80 degrees on the left and 120 degrees on the right

Objective Tests #4
• Shoulder Position 
• Purpose; Looking at resting position of the shoulder with the athlete in a back lying position will give you some information

regarding the resting position of the scapula and the position of the humeral head relative to the shoulder socket
• The top of the shoulder will be 4-5 inches from the floor in most female athletes 
• Failed test;
• A dominant arm that is higher relative to the other shoulder
• A bilateral forward shoulder position 

Functional Tests
Functional Tests #5

• Subscapularis; In a back lying position can the athlete rotate the arm forward in the shoulder socket without moving the shoul-
der?

• The athlete should perceive an awareness of stretch in the back of the shoulder or upper arm after they spin the arm forward to-
ward their body roughly 50-70 degrees

• Failed test
• Athlete compensates strongly with the pec major, the shoulder moves up/forward immediately and dramatically upon attempt

to rotate the arm internally
• Athlete’s shoulder rotates less than 40 degrees before the shoulder pops up. 

Functional Tests #6
• Hamstrings; Can the athlete perform resisted hamstring curls lying in a prone position?
• The athlete should strongly perceive the entire hamstring group contracting and the coach should be able to see the muscle

engage in both legs
• Failed test
• Athlete can not feel the hamstrings on one or both sides or they report strong sensation in the back extensors

Functional Tests #7
• Hip adductor and gluteus medius synergy; Can the athlete perform a standing hip shift?
• The athlete, with the testing leg/hip on a 4-6 inch block/step, should be able to visibly pull the thigh/femur/knee back into the

hip and then shift the majority of the body weight onto the left hip and feel the inner thigh and outer hip working together
• Failed test
• No perception of the lateral hip or the athlete reports a primary sensation in the quads or back extensors
• Production of knee pain or low back pain

Functional Tests #8
• Gluteus maximus and quadriceps synergy; Can the athlete push into a single leg stance with the knee remaining unlocked and

feel the lower section of their rear end contracting/working to hold them up
• The athlete, with the testing leg/hip on a 2-3 inch block should be able to push down via the foot to straighten the knee on the

testing side, while the opposite leg/foot comes off the ground. The athlete should then be able to balance on the testing leg with
the knee slightly bent (not locked straight).  As the athlete continues to hold the position they should strongly perceive gluteus
maximus contracting to hold them up

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NbZXSliGk6w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=99Vu7FrdTyY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ek2bTn6iKiY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tiDfTTbAKGQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zfpz8dXk9JM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OIb-QEDLkZw
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Objective Test #1 - Seated Hip Internal Rotation Pass q Fail q

Objective Tests #2 - Seated Hip External Rotation Pass q Fail q

Objective Tests #3 - Straight Leg Raise (SLR) Pass q Fail q

Objective Tests #4 - Shoulder Position Pass q Fail q

Functional Tests #5 - Subscapularis Pass q Fail q

Functional Tests #6 - Hamstrings Pass q Fail q

Functional Tests #7 - Hip adductor and gluteus medius synergy 
Pass q Fail q

Functional Tests #8 - Gluteus maximus and quadriceps synergy
Pass q Fail q

Functional Tests #9 - Posterior hip capsule perception & flexibility
Pass q Fail q

Mark Score Card - Pass or Fail

Name of Athlete:  

Date:
Movement MUSCLETO
MM2

Score Card
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• Failed test
• No perception of gluteus maximus
• Production of back pain or perception of back muscles compensating

Functional Tests #9
• Posterior hip capsule perception and flexibility; Can the athlete push/rotate the femoral head into the posterior aspect of the hip

capsule?
• The athlete should be able to position themselves in a side lying position with the top leg propped on a stool or wall and roll

them self over the bottom hip and feel a stretch in the deep posterior hip/gluteal region
• Failed test
• Production of pain/pinching/impingement in the front aspect of the bottom hip
• No perception of stretch in the bottom posterior hip

Be sure to watch for information on the Corrective Exercise Program in future issues.  

2-Muscle Considerations
This issue we'll take a look at one of the most important and mis-understood muscle

in the body, the hamstring.  

Why Hamstrings?
The initial training focus should emphasize posterior pelvic rotation

via hamstring facilitation.  Most people don’t think of the hamstrings as “core
stabilizing muscles”, but actually they are the longest and could be argued the
most influential core stability muscles we have.  What is ironic about that
statement is so many athletes are always trying to keep these muscles stretched
out.  On the contrary, they need to be short and tight enough to be able to op-
pose or counteract all the muscles that have anterior rotation force/leverage
on the pelvis, such as the back extensors, quadriceps, and hip flexors, which
tend to be very strong on most athletes.  They also need to be short and tight
enough to oppose excessive anterior translation force of the tibia (lower leg)
during jumping activities, which has huge implications for ACL integrity.  

The hamstring muscle group is comprised of three separate muscles;
biceps femoris, semitendinosus, and semimembranosus, all attaching proxi-
mally to the ischial tuberosity.  The bones we sit on are called the ischial
tuberosities.  The biceps femoris is positioned outside or laterally which allows
this muscle to assist in hip external rotation in the transverse plane.  The semi-
tendinosus and semimembranosus are positioned inside or medially which
allow these muscles to assist in hip internal rotation in the transverse plane.
All three of the hamstring muscles work together to extend the hip and flex
the knee during gait.

Contact Lisa at:  lisa_bartels@hotmail.com

Strengthening the Hamstrings
The Following is presented by Mike Arthur and should be an impor-

tant consideration in your Muscle Program after the 9 Movement Tests are
passed.  

The first consideration is to not go into back extension.  This is il-
lustrated in Figure 1 in the “classic” back extension method versus a flat-
back and abs-flexed/facilitated position. Figure 2 introduces the consideration
of not overstretching the hamstrings (the second consideration).  The over-
stretch position illustrated is what most people think of as a “normal” ham-
string stretch.  Hip/back flexibility development along with the hamstrings
actually occurs.  This overstretch actually weakens the hamstrings which hin-
ders the ability to hold the pelvis in a neutral position, thus achieving proper
alignment.  If the hamstrings are weakened, the quads become stronger and
create a muscle imbalance.  The result in quad over-development in relation-
ship to the hamstrings is the forward (anterior) tilt of the pelvis.    The third
consideration is strengthening the hamstrings.  Figures 3, 4 and 5 provide the Figure 1

O

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xFXXmRFXiKw
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Keep abs facilitated and back flat
Figure 4

Figure 5
Single Leg Reach

Figure 3

1. Keep weight shifted to left leg.
2. Pull right arm back and up
leading with elbow.
3. Bring left elbow and right
knee together.

Figure 6

exercises.  Figure 6 of this series illustrates avoiding of back extension in this process by keeping the abs facilitated.  
Be sure to watch out from more 2-Muscle information to avoid failure in the 9 tests.  

Figure 2

1. Shift weight to left leg.
2. Reach as far as possible with right
hand.
2. Raise right leg straight back and up.
4. Raise left hand above hip.



Performance Enhancement and Injury 
Prevention Training: How Does This Relationship

Change as the Baseball Player Develops?
Chris Joyner, CSCS, RSCC, Major League Strength and Conditioning Coordinator, Toronto Blue Jays

Chris has over 13 years of experience in professional baseball. In 2002, the Toronto Blue Jays hired him as a
strength and conditioning intern in charge of their Triple-A Syracuse SkyChiefs and Class-A Short-Season Auburn Dou-
bledays. He was named the minor league strength and conditioning coordinator in January 2003. Each year, he coordinated
the strength and conditioning programs for over 150 players on six minor-league affiliate teams and assisted the major
league coordinator. 

Chris was named the major league strength and conditioning coach for the Milwaukee Brewers in December
2006. After serving four years with the Brewers, he decided to return to Florida to pursue his passion for athletic devel-
opment. 

During the 2011 season, he rejoined the Toronto Blue Jays organiza-
tion as an assistant to the minor league coordinator. He helped coordinate the
design and implementation of in-season strength and conditioning programs
for all players during regular and extended spring training, Gulf Coast League,
and Fall Instructional League. He spent the 2012-2013 seasons as the assistant
minor league strength and conditioning coordinator before accepting the major
league position for the 2014 season.

PC: Recent articles in Performance Conditioning Baseball/Softball have
indicated that young players coming into collegiate and professional base-
ball lack sound movement skills. It's to the point where incoming players
(freshmen/rookies) are not allowed to lift weights until they demonstrate
good movement skills. There are many reasons for this, but it's to the point
where one collegiate and one professional baseball strength coach said it's
better not to lifts weights if you are doing it wrong. [Diamond Link Lauren
Harris]. Once they pass the movement skills tests through a movement
program, then they can start to lift, but only after starting over to learn
proper exercise techniques. Based on this, let's talk about injury preven-
tion, the performance enhancement continuum, and their relationship in the baseball player’s development given

PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT AND INJURY PREVENTION TRAINING
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the issues that they now face. What's you overview?

CJ: If you look at program 15 years ago, you have to wonder what we were thinking. I can remember doing squats in
high school and college. If you were able to complete the movement, you loaded the bar more; the focus was not on tech-
nique. The coaches taught you based on their techniques and what they learned. 

It was all a matter of how much weight you could lift and technique didn't matter. I look at the lifting I did for
football and now I have a bad back and neck from it because I wasn't properly taught how to do it. As a result, we do a
functional movement screen on all of our players. 

Movement is the foundation. If you can't move well especially under load, injury will eventually occur. If you
don't have good movement skills, you have not earned the right to get under the bar. You can start attacking performance
once the movement is corrected. 

PC: So the first thing that is necessary to teach the young player is proper movement? That puts it in the category
of injury prevention. 

CJ: This is a big discussion. I look at my young kids and how they learn their basic movement patterns. They don't have
limitations. At what point along the developmental continuum does movement become limited? My friend Kelly Starrett
wrote a book called Deskbound that points out once kids start school, everything is done seated. Once you start putting on
shoes, you lose contact with the ground. I noticed that once my son started kindergarten, his
mechanics and movement patterns started to change. Hip flexors shorten up from sitting
all day. Kids start to get into trouble because they can't just stand up and move around. 

We have created this as a society, and we are guilty of that in strength and
conditioning. We run into this at our academy in the Dominican Republic. We
know we want these guys bigger, faster, and stronger to get them out of the
academy and playing in the United States. But there is a method to this. We
are going to do this through a 1-2-3 level system based on movement score.
They still lift weights, but at level 1, they have some work to do. Time is not
the issue; we must start at some point with the same goal, but that player's
program will be different at each level. 

Start with an assessment and determine their movement restrictions.
We develop the plan with our workout system based on the screens. It doesn't
mean if you have one bad score you can't do the main program. For example,
an athlete has a terrible squat movement. They still squat, but it may be with a
heel lift, or with an anterior versus posterior load to put them in the proper squat
pattern position.  But I've also seen athletes so bad that they can't squat based on
the movement screen. So why even attempt it? The athlete goes to level 1. 

The assessment is the most important thing because it is all about individualizing
programs. We have our basic lifts and accessory lifts, but it's not one size fits all. The pattern is more important. There are
thousands of exercises, but we want our players to be good at the basic things and do them extremely well over and over
again and load them up when appropriate. We are going to squat, hinge, push, pull, and grab something heavy and carry
it around. Simpler is better like Dan John says. 

PC: What advice do you have for performance enhancement? How can you safely evolve into these types of exercise
programming?

CJ: It starts with the movement screen. Baseball is power-, strength-, and speed-based, so building muscle is important.
But a powerful athlete who can't move is a recipe for disaster. I would like to say, “Do this program; you aren't going to
get hurt.” But you can't say that because there are so many other factors. We play every single day, so monitoring fatigue
through data collection becomes even more important. 

Can you maintain or even gain strength even during the season? Yes, you can and we have proved that with one
of our starting pitchers. The fatigue profile showed that he was not getting weaker, but stronger as the season progressed.
At some point he will peak and if we don't monitor that, we won't know where and when that is. We want the athlete to
feel better when they leave the weight room than when they came in. This doesn't mean you are necessarily lifting, but
spending more time on soft-tissue restoration or hands-on corrective work. We encourage athletes to self-monitor and do
things that will help them. If I do soft-tissue work on my pec muscle, my shoulder will feel better. This can be done alone.
This isn't the case in all circumstances—sometimes medical help is the way to go. But we want to give the athlete the
tools and information to help make that decision. Injury prevention becomes a by-product of your program and it changes
day to day. If a shoulder is sore after the second day from a pitching start, why would you recommend doing exercises
that may complicate the issue? If you don't have that daily checklist, it’s difficult to play. That doesn't mean you change
your whole program, but you make modifications and the fly. Don’t say you are doing your upper body program no matter
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RRI-Inspired Warm-up for Baseball
The Modern Approach To

Strength And Conditioning
Phil Loomis, President Baseball Fit

Phil Loomis is founder of Baseball Fit an educational resource/coaching service.
Baseball Fit provides current and relevant information to the youth baseball community (ages
8-18) through the Complete Baseball Performance program.
Complete Baseball Performance addresses 5 critical elements:

• Mental skill development
• Sports Nutrition 
• Strength and Conditioning
• Injury prevention
• Intra-organization athlete/player development systems

Phil played Division 1 college baseball where he continued his education by studying
under Dr. Edythe Heus where he learned the importance of training movement and not muscle.
It was at Dr. Heus’ practice that Phil worked with veteran MLB players Steve Finley, Mike
Matheny, Mark Grudzielanek, and Brennan Boesch and developed the skills to address the
unique needs of the baseball athlete.

Phil’s passion for youth and baseball lead him to start Baseball Fit in his home state
of Michigan in 2007.  When several young athletes began developing adult type injuries he
sough the counsel of musculoskeletal health expert Robert Kowalick. 

Phil specializes in functional anatomy and biomechanics as they relate to program
design and corrective exercise; youth athletic development; and rotational/overhead athlete
performance enhancement. 

ost strength and conditioning professionals have been around long
enough to experience the evolution of the modern athlete. There is less
free play and more early sport specialization. Kids sit slumped in
school and they spend an inordinate amount of time using technology where they will revert to the path of

least resistance and bend, slouch and twist into a comfortable position or even better stated a “zone of dysfunction.” These zones of
dysfunction will tend to occur repetitively in one direction to the same side and they become locked or formed to this chronic resting
posture. Throw in the one-sided, high velocity and high volume of baseball activities and you have a powerful driver of poor joint
alignment/function and significant muscle imbalances in our youth baseball players. On top of that because of specializing in the
sport from an early age they are very likely stunted in their general athletic growth.

Baseball players are some of the most over patterned athletes in sport and they lack movement variability. Have you ever
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what. You have a range of motion issue, so we must change our focus on what we might do. This is where we get the
buy-in from our athletes. It's all about them and preparing them the best way we can. 

PC: I see everything as a continuum. Young athletes must manage good movement skills first, then it's on to the
performance enhancement. As you move up the ladder, you get into professional baseball with an extensive training
history, which means that there is a diminishing return for the effort put into training. It becomes more injury
prevention where performance enhancement becomes maintenance. What's your read on this?

CJ: That is correct. The off-season is the time when they are not playing baseball every day, so they can make strength
gains and recover from the rigors of the season. We have players on dead lift progressions now. This is one of our main
hinge lifts and posterior chain work. If they have been cleared in a certain movement pattern, we can load them up and
let them go. We do these with a trap bar or barbell depending on their movement abilities. We don't contra-indicate the
exercise; we contra-indicate the person doing the exercise. 

The in-season is all about maintaining that movement, rotating every day so the focus shifts to injury prevention.
You should adjust over the course of the season as the focus shifts. It comes down to can you move? How do you feel
and can you get out of bed? Can you map out the whole year? If not, can you map out a season? Yes, but it is all individ-
ualized. We have five starting pitchers with different conditioning needs, so we have five programs. Bottom line is you
have to work hard and be consistent. This is especially true in baseball. 
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seen a MLB pitcher run the bases or attempt to field a bunt and throw to first base? As a Detroit Tiger fan I painfully present the
2006 World Series as evidence (fish out of water syndrome comes to mind). Imagine a pitcher that has difficulty repeating his me-
chanics or the hitter that is constantly tinkering with his swing to find one that works for him. Skill coaches drill them tirelessly but
nothing seems to stick… What if they can’t find consistency because they are starting in a disadvantageous position or a red zone
and they have to work so hard just to get to neutral that they become stressed and inevitably fall right back into their zone of dys-
function?

There is no question that part of what allows a baseball player to perform at a high level are these very deeply entrenched
patterns. Yet our young athletes are often sub-threshold. Youth is a powerful equalizer in terms of covering up poor movement quality,
poor joint mobility/alignment, dreadful resting posture and lack of movement variability. But youth inevitably cannot hide the truth:
when baseball players are over exposed (particularly at a young age) and they get stuck in these patterns and can’t recover from
them… inevitable performance decrements and injury will occur.

Back in 2005 when I first started working with young athletes I strongly believed that if you coached an athlete to move
well there would not be a need for “corrective exercise.” At the time cell phones were still pretty pedestrian (and not every kid had
one) and not the multi-media powerhouse that they are today. Additionally here in the Midwest due to the changing seasons kids
weren’t really specializing in a single sport. At the very least come winter most athletes played rec. league basketball and took a few
months off from baseball.

Flash forward ten years and even in the Midwest kids are defining themselves as baseball players. They play for the high
school starting in early spring (mid-March) and play summer ball after the high school season ends in early June. They might take a
couple of weeks off before fall ball starts which takes them through mid-October. Then it’s right into practicing with their club/travel
team where they do more skill work. We are developing young athletes with nearly 12-month exposure to one athletic stimulus.
Needless to say I have had to adapt my training philosophy significantly to meet the demands imposed upon the modern baseball
athlete.

Thus started my appreciation for assessing athletes and looking beyond the typical functional movement patterns and gross
athletic qualities (speed, power, strength, endurance, flexibility).

I was fortunate to have developed a close relationship with a highly skilled and experienced musculoskeletal health expert.
He taught me how to evaluate athletes with a critical eye. In the years that followed several useful screening/assessment tools have
been introduced to help the strength and conditioning professional make better decisions when it comes to programming for their
athletes.

While we should always have experts on tap for problems that lie outside of our expertise (joint manipulations, manual soft
tissue treatment) the times demand that Strength and Conditioning professionals step up their game with respect to looking deeper
than how an athlete squats, pulls, pushes, braces or hinges.  We are on the front lines and we come in contact with far more athletes
on a daily/weekly/monthly basis than a physical therapist may see in an entire calendar year. It’s not practical to refer out hundreds
of athletes before you start your strength and conditioning programs. Never allow perfect to be the enemy of the good!

These athletes need highly skilled and aware strength and conditioning professionals to guide their development. They are
far better with you than without you. With one caveat… You have to put the essential work in of developing your skills. We ask our
athletes to push themselves beyond their comfort zones to attain their highest potential. We should expect the same from ourselves.
The modern baseball athlete requires strength and conditioning professionals that appreciate and understand the demands imposed
from one-side dominance, high velocity, repetitive movements and the 10-12 month exposure to the sport.

Yes, coaching athletes to get stronger, run faster and rotate explosively are still important but they are the icing on the cake.
We need to start by evaluating the resting posture and alignment of the athlete. If they don’t start with neutral joint alignment and if
they can’t get into a good position to load joints efficiently they will leave significant performance gains untapped not to mention
the unbalanced wear and tear of joint structures.

Postural Restoration (PR) techniques have been invaluable for my assessment of athletes in this regard. PR techniques
provide the strength and conditioning professional with the necessary tools and insight to look deeper and discover issues that can
be covered up by athleticism.

We need strategies like Postural Restoration to pull athletes out of and disrupt their heavily ingrained patterns while at the
same time providing them with the ability to resort to more options (when needed), i.e. give them movement variability.

I have heard that correctives can be a tough sell to athletes. We certainly don’t want to treat them like “patients” and the
worst thing you can tell a young athlete is that they are “jacked up.” I’ve seen what this can do to a young athlete when I have sat in
on evaluations and it made me feel sick for them. And needless to say it made the athlete feel pretty lousy as well. No one, young
people in particular like to be criticized especially if it’s for something they feel good about such as their physical abilities.

The best way around this is to plug any correctives into the warm-up or as “filler” in between sets of more intense exercise.
Avoid using the term correctives, instead its part of the warm-up or it’s active recovery.

I had the good fortune of meeting with Chris Walter, Strength and Conditioning Coordinator of the Detroit Tigers last winter.
Chris told me the Tigers best players and the guys that stay healthy were the ones that consistently did their correctives. The majority
of strength and conditioning coaches would likely echo Chris’ sentiment.

Postural Restoration is a powerful tool that the strength and conditioning professional can leverage to combat what is more
than likely (at least initially) an alignment/positional problem and not a performance problem.

When we provide our athletes with a green zone (a place to recover and remove stress), they can begin from the starting line
(where they don’t have to play catch up just to get to neutral) we will help them unlock their ability to express speed, power and



SEVEN THINGS THE MARINE
CORPS HAS TAUGHT ME ABOUT

BEING A BETTER ATHLETE
Maida Zheng, United States Marine Corps

Maida is an active duty Marine Corps officer, the opinions in this article are her own and do not necessarily represent the
Marine Corps and/or Department of Defense positions or opinions.

was once a volleyball player at the United States Naval Academy, but I am now a U.S. Marine. The Marine Corps has
been a series of roller coaster rides. The sharp turns, steep drops, and accelerating speeds of the fast-paced lifestyle taught
me life skills that not only help me in my everyday life, but also changed my perspective of what it takes to win and per-
severe.  I wish I knew then, what I know now.  

A mentor of mine, Helio Fred Garcia, the executive director of the Logos Institute for Crisis Management and Executive
Leadership, takes the Marine Corps doctrinal publication called “Warfighting” and translates Carl von Clausewitz’s statements of
succeeding in battle or war, and uses it to explain effective communication skillsets; you can read about it in his book “The Power
of Communication.” Using this same tactic, I will use MCDP-1 to show how “Warfighting” can also teach athletes to be better at
their sport. 

1) Don’t Get Stuck in a Rut. Be open to change. Embrace it. When it comes to adapting to an enemy or more importantly your en-
vironment, Marines embrace change. When you play your sport, adapt to the opposing team, the crowd, the noise, the feel of the
court/field. Embrace everything that makes the game worth playing. I say this simply because, what worked once, might not work
again. 

If your team is losing, change your routine. What you consider a simple routine simply breeds complacency. And complacency
breeds failure. Your unwillingness to change may be due to comfort or because you are good “right now.” Well your competition is
learning, and they are adapting to your strengths. In Marine Corps Doctrinal Publication-1 (MCDP-1), Warfighting, the 29th Com-
mandant of the Marine Corps, General Alfred M. Gray states:

“While the basic nature of war is constant, the means and methods we use evolve continuously… like war itself, our approach
to warfighting must evolve. If we cease to refine, expand, and improve our profession, we risk becoming outdated, stagnant, and de-
feated.” 

Change the word “war” to your particular sport and the same advice fits for the coach and the athlete.
You must continuously adapt. 

2) Learn Strategy. The game is more than who can hit the ball the hardest or with the most accuracy. Whether you are a coach or
an athlete, you should spend as much time on strategy as you do on the mechanics of the game. Strategy gives you a deeper under-
standing of game. You begin to see the opponent’s “surfaces and gaps … or strengths and weaknesses.” You are able to avoid the op-
ponent’s strengths and focus your efforts to exploit their weaknesses. This is also provided in MCDP-1, “Whenever possible, we
exploit existing gaps. Failing that, we create gaps.” But keep in mind, what was once a weakness might not always be a weakness,
especially if your opponent continuously adapts. 

Utilize strategy to find the smart play.

3) Embrace the Suck. How do you keep going when the going gets tough? You embrace the suck. This is a term every single Marine

baseball specific skill.

PRI Inspired Warm-up for Baseball
1. All 4 Belly Breathing with Left F.A.I.R.
2. Left Sideline Extension Rotation with Left Hip Adduction-Internal Rotation
3. Dead Bug with Diagonals
4. Left to Right Rib Shift
5. 90-90 Serratus  Activation
6. Right to Left Hip Drop

https://youtu.be/s3IEzrmvnzc

More Information Please! Contact Phil at phillomis@yahoo.com
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knows. Simply put, “it is what it is, deal with it.” The Marine Corps challenges you in more ways than I could have imagined when
I was considering becoming a Marine. There are days when fellow  Marines and I have spent over 36 hours awake, eating on the
move, sleep walking when appropriate, all while completing required tasks with what many might consider half the mental faculty–
most of the time with a smile on our faces. Now the smile isn’t required to truly embrace the suck, but perspective is. Perspective
will help to enhance your self-discipline. It keeps your mind on your goals while reducing self-doubt. This is most important if you
play a sport where the only person you depend on, is yourself. Take cycling for example – sure a team can cycle together, but the
only person moving those pedals is you. So being disciplined in your thought, your pre and post-race actions will undoubtedly prepare
you for the sweet taste of victory.  If you learn to embrace your situation, practice what Marines call “PERFECT DISCIPLINE” the
external distractions will begin to simply suck, less .... 

“Individuals and units might have desire, but without discipline they will be unable to accomplish the most difficult tasks in
combat – operating faster than the enemy, gaining advantage, generating decisive force, and achieving decisive results.” – MCDP-
1-3 Tactics, pg. 43.

4) Don’t Blame Others. We’ve all considered it. You are not the starter because “Kelly” is the coaches’ favorite, right? Wrong. You
are not the starter because “Kelly” is simply better than you! 

As athletes we can find ourselves blaming others for our shortfalls. Once you maybe have been the best, but now you are on
a team where only the best of the best are playing together… and now you find yourself waiting to sub-in when the game starts?
What happened!? I am always of the mindset, “If I see someone else doing it better, then I will see how I can learn from it.” Knowing
yourself and knowing your limitations will make you better. Natural curiosity and the need to know more will make you better, em-
brace what others bring to the table; do not see it as your shortfall, but rather your chance to learn. 

“I have no special talents,” said Albert Einstein. “I am only passionately curious.”

5) Be Tough. Accepting “constructive criticism” is not easy. You must be both mentally and physically tough. Being tough physically
means hitting the gym, providing your body the nutrition required and avoiding the post conditioning seasonal-binge, which always
seems so necessary.  Your mind will often fail before your body does. It is easier to be physically tough than mentally tough. Mental
toughness means overcoming fatigue, learning from it, and recovering fast. It also means not letting success get to your head. I never
would have gotten close to success, if not for my teammates on the court and the others ready to sub-in at a moment’s notice.

6) Trust. This one is critical, for Marines the reasoning is obvious. For your sport? If you cannot trust your teammates, your coaches,
or training, then what do you have left? You owe it to your teammates, your coaches, and yourself to be both trustworthy and trustful.
Be mindful of your words and actions. Make sure those two always, always match up. 

“Whoever is careless with the truth in small matters cannot be trusted with important matters.” –Albert Einsetin

7) Lead. As Marines, we put our Marines first. We do not rest until our Marines are taken care of, this goes beyond the typical
example of allowing your Marines to eat first. I am talking about studying because you want the best for your Marines, being phys-
ically and mentally tough because their lives depend on it, not resting a moment until your Marines are being led by the best version
of you. This applies to athletes, do not allow yourself to get complacent, even if you are not a team captain, you can lead and contribute
to your team.

Contact Maida at:  maida.zheng@usmc.mil
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